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The notions of &evasion strategies and evadable sets are introduced for a non- 
linear differential game with information delay and results about the evadable sets 
and the (strict) evadability of the game are obtained. A linear case is treated at the 
end. $3 1988 Academtc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider an autonomous differential game governed by 
the system 
i =f(z, u, u), 
z(O)=z,, 
(1.1) 
where z E [w” is the state of the game, z,, E [w” is the initial state, u E U c Iwp 
is the pursuit control, u E VE lRq is the evasion control, and the dot above z 
means the derivative with respect o time t. For 0 < a < b 6 03, we denote 
%![a, b) = {u: [a, b) -+ U 1 u is measurable}, 
-Y^[a, b) = {u: [a, b) -+ V ) u is measurable}, 
%“[a, b) = {z: [a, 6) + KY I z is absolutely continuous}. 
The sets U and V are often supposed to be compact. The function 
f: [w” x U x V + Iw” is a given map satisfying conditions which ensure that 
(1.1) always has a unique solution z( .) E 9’[0, co) for any (u( . ), 
u( . )) E 4?~ [0, GO )x Y [0, co ). We are also given a linear subspace M of R” 
with dim M < n - 2. The game is terminated, if at some time to E [0, a~), 
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the trajectory z( .) of (1.1) corresponding to some (u( .), u( .)) E J&CO, nc) x 
V[O, co) satisfies 
z( to) E M. (1.2) 
The set M is called the terminal set of the game. The objective of the pur- 
suer is to terminate the game by choosing a proper control u( .) E @CO, co), 
while the objective of the evader is to prevent the game from terminating 
by choosing a suitable control u( .)E V[O, co). 
In an evasion game, the evader is regarded as the “primary” player in the 
following sense: The pursuer chooses his control u( .) from @[O, U-J) at the 
start of the game, while the evader can use some available information 
about the state and the pursuit control when he chooses his control. To 
make it more precise, let us introduce the following 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let 6 >O. A b-evasion strategy Sb is a map from 
ZZ’[O, co) x %[O, co) to V[O, co), satisfying the following: 
(i) There exists a uO( .)E Y[O, 6), such that for any (z( .), u( .)) E 
am ~)X@W, co), 
SBM.)? u(.))(t) = h(t), a.e. t E [0, 6). 
(ii) For any to>6 and (z,(.), u,(.)), (z,(.), Q(.))EY[O, CO)X 
wo, a), 
S&,(.)3 u*(.))(t)=S6(ZA.)r %(.))(f), a.e. t E [S, to), 
whenever 
Zl(S) = z*(s), SE [O, to-b] 
UI(S) = %(S)Y a.e.sE [0, to-d]. 
Remark 1.2. From the above, we see that for any to 2 0, SJz( .), u( .)) 
is defined as an element in V”[O, t,,) without knowing the values (z(s), U(S)) 
for s > t, - 6. Roughly speaking, the value SJz( .), u(. ))(t) only depends on 
the values {(z(s), u(s)) IO <s 6 t - S}. Thus t?( .) = S,(z( e), u( .))( .) E 
Y [0, co ) is well-defined, where z( . ) is the trajectory of ( 1.1) corresponding 
to u(.) and t?(.). 
In an evasion game, the “primary” player, namely, the evader, wants to 
find S6, such that the trajectory z( .) of (1.1 ), with z0 6 M, corresponding to 
any u(.)E%[O, 00) and tY(.)=SJz(.), u(.))(.)E”Y[O, co) satisfies 
z(t) 4 MY t > 0. (1.3) 
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It is clear that for 6 > 0, the above describes the case that the infor- 
mation about the state and the pursuit control available to the evader is 
delayed by 6. Thus, for 6 > 0, we have an evasion game with information 
delay. 
The evasion problem with 6 = 0, i.e., the evasion game without infor- 
mation delay, has been substantially discussed; see [l-9], for example, and 
the references cited therein. However, the case 6 > 0, i.e., the evasion game 
with information delay, has been studied very little, to my knowledge. The 
main purpose of this paper is to discuss the evasion game with information 
delay and to complement some of the strict evadability results we obtained 
in [S]. We should note that in [2], Kaskosz studied a differential evasion 
game governed by a system of differential difference quations of the type 
First of all, the equation is linear in the current state z(r). Second, in the 
definition of evasion strategy, there is no information delay and the con- 
dition (D) in [2] does not allow f to be degenerate. Thus, the results of 
[2] do not contain the results of this paper. Also, it is clear that our results 
do not contain the results of [2] either. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give some definitions 
and assumptions; Section 3, we give some basic lemmas; in Section 4, we 
state the main results and prove some of them; in Section 5, we prove 
another main result, Theorem 4.1; and finally, in Section 6, we discuss a 
linear case and give a concrete example. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First, let us introduce some notations. For R > 0, let 
For any nondecreasing function h: [0, co) + [0, co), h(O) = 0, we let 
~~[a,6)={u(.)E~[Ca,b)IV6E[O,b-a), 
1124(r)-u(r-h)ll <h(6), a.e. re [a+4 b)}. 
Remark 2.1. In the above, lim,,,+ h(r)=h(O+) may be non-zero. In 
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the case that h(O+) = 0, OBh[a, h) is a family of equicontinuous functions 
with modulus of continuity h(r). If U is compact, we let 
and let 
h,(r) = ; “W, L 
r>O 
r = 0, 
then, ?&[a, 6) =%![a, b). Also, by letting h(r) be an appropriate step 
function, we get the inertial control class D(d, y) introduced in [7] (see 
also [lo]). Thus, by letting the pursuit control in @JO, co), for different 
h(r), we have evasion problems with inertial pursuit controls, with equi- 
continuous pursuit controls, etc. 
Hereafter, we fix a function h(r), and we consider the evasion game with 
pursuit control in 4&[0, co). 
Now, let us make some assumptions. 
(Al ) M is a subspace of R” with dim M Q n - 2. The sets U 5 RP and 
VG R4 are compact. 
(A2) (i) f(z, U, u) is continuous in (z, U, u) E R” x Ux V and has all 
needed orders of continuous partial derivatives in z. 
(ii) There exists a constant K, > 0, such that 
llfk u, 0) -f@, 4 u)ll G Ko lb -ill (2.1) 
for all z, i E R”, (u, 21) E U x V. 
(A3) There exists a subspace WC ML with dim W= m > 2, such that if 
Z~I R” + W denotes the orthogonal projection onto W, then for some 
integer k 2 1, 
cpO(z) 4 172, 
cp’(z) A ($- Yz,)f(z, u, u), l<i<k-1, 
are independent of u and u, where (a/az) cpi-‘(z) is defined in the obvious 
way as a matrix of suitable size, and 
fk(z, 24, u) P 2 l--l (arv (4)fk 4 u) (2.3 1 
depends on u. 
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(A4) There exist nondecreasing functions F,,, F, G, L: [0, CO) + [O, CO), 
such that 
Ilnf(z(t), ~9 u)ll G F,(R), (2.4) 
IlfkMt + ~1, a, u) -fk(4tL ~9 u)ll d F(R) T, (2.5) 
Ilf’WG K 0) - s%(~))ll G G(R), (2.6) 
Ilfk(4~)~ u, 4-fkW), 4 OIlI G L(R) llu - 4, (2.7) 
for all R > 0, z( .) E T(R), U, tie U, u E V, t, t 20, and some continuous 
function gk: R” -i KY. 
(A4’) There exist constants K, L > 0, such that 
Ilfk(z, u, 4-fk(t ~3 u)ll <K lb-ill, (2.5)’ 
Ilfk(z, 4 0) -fk(Z, & u)ll G L IIU - 4, (2.7)’ 
for all z, in R”, U, lie U, UE V. 
Remark 2.2. (i) It is not hard to see that (2.1) ensures the global 
existence of the unique solution z( .) of (1.1) for any u( .) E&[O, co), 
U(.)ETqO, co) (cf. [lo, p. 223). 
(ii) Assumption (A3) is adopted from [3, 63. 
(iii) Assumption (A4) can be satisfied in many cases. For example, if 
z(t) stays bounded and U, I’ are compact or if f is bounded, then (2.4) 
holds; if fk is Lipschitz in z and f is bounded, then (2.5) holds; if 
fkk 4 u)=f:(Z)+fk( 2 z, U, u) with f i being bounded, then (2.6) holds; 
finally, (2.7) holds provided f" is uniformly Lipschitz in U. We will give an 
example in Section 6 for which the assumption (A4) holds. 
Next, we introduce some definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let 6 2 0. A point z,, E R”\M is said to be b-evadable, if 
there exists a b-evasion strategy Sd, such that for any u( .)E%“[O, co), by 
taking 
8C.J = S,(z(.), u(.))(.), (2.8) 
where z( . ) is the trajectory of (1.1) corresponding to u( .) and i?(. ), we have 
4M, z(t)) > 0, t 2 0. (2.9) 
Moreover, if there exists a number cr(z,) > 0, such that (2.9) is replaced by 
4M, z(t)) 2 4&J), t 2 0, (2.10) 
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then z,, is said to be &strictly evadable, where d( ., .) is the Euclidean 
distance in R”. For the case 6 = 0, we simply say that z0 is evadable or 
strictly evadable. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For given 6 > 0 and R > 0, we set 
E(M, 6, R) = {zO E R”\M 1 llzOll < R, z0 is S-evadable}, 
ELM, 6, R) = { z0 E E(M, 6, R) I z0 is b-strictly evadable}, 
EW, 6)= u E(M, 6, RI, E,(M 6) = u E,(M 4 W 
R>O R>O 
All these sets are called the evadable sets of the differential game. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The game is said to be 6-evadable if 
E(M, 6) = W\M, (2.11) 
and is said to be b-strictly evadable if 
E,(M, 6) = R”\M. (2.12) 
For 6 = 0, we simply say that the game is evadable and strictly evadable, 
respectively. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 
For c1< j3 Q co, we denote 
P~[u, b) = {p: [a, b) + W” 1 p is a polynomial of degree <k}, 
where k > 0, m > 1 are integers. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a -C/I< co, let integers m> 1, k>O be given, and let 
E > 0 be given. Then for each p( .) E 9r[a, /I), there exists an element a E Iw”, 
such that 
(3-l) 
IIAt) + 4t - cfFll 2 (m-J& .J;I; (t-a)k, (3.2) 
for all t E [a, /I),:%.{ --J&Z} is the smallest integer which is greater 
than or equal to 
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The proof is a modification of the proof of the similar result in Section 4 
of [4]. 
Let us denote 
Then, it is clear that 
y(3, 2) = 3 qb < 4 $ = y(2,2). 
This shows that for given k, the minimum of r(m, k) is not necessarily 
reached at m = 2. Hereafter, we let, for given m 2 2, 
y,(k) = 2n$m Y(C k). . . (3.4) 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E > 0. Then for each p( . ) E gp[cr, /I), there exists an 
element a E W”, such that (3.1) holds and 
IIP(t)+4t-a)kll 2 &(t-a)*, t E [a, PI. (3.5) 
The proof is obvious. 
The following lemma is a modification of Lemma 2.1 of [ 11. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p,( .), . . . . p,,,(a) be measurable boundedfunctions defined 
on [0, T], with oalues in R’. Let uI( .), . . . . u,,,( . ) be measurable nonnegative 
scalar functions defined on [0, T] satisfying CT! 1 pi(t) = 1. Then, there 
exists a measurable function p( .) with values p(t) in the set { pl( t), . . . . p,(t)} 
for all t E [0, T] and the value p(t) of p( .) at time t only depends on 
{pi(s), pi(s) t, 1 <ibm}, such that 
(3.6) 
f Pi(z)p(T) 
1 II 
dT <Jtkfl, 
i= 1 
(3.7) 
for all t E [0, T]. 
Proof Let {a, > be a sequence of positive numbers, E I = T, and .sj JO. By 
Lemma 2.1 of [ 11, we can find a measurable function p( .), with 
p(t) E {p,(t), *..9 p,(t)l, for tE (cj+ 1, , T E .] and the value p(t) of p( -) at time 
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*E (E,+ 1, ql depending only on {pi(s), p,(s) Is E [E,, 1, t], 1 G id WI}, such 
that 
Then, for t E: (0, T], there exists a j such that t E (E,, , , ~~1. Hence, we have 
G ,=;+, cc:+ 1 -ET+2 ) + &;+ 1 - Ef, 2 = ET+ 1 < t2, 
which proves (3.6). Now let us denote p( .)= @I(.), . . . . p’(.))‘, and 
pi( .)= (p,‘( .), . . . . pj( .))? Then, by the Second Mean Value Theorem, we 
have 
r 
z 
= /I 
‘(I-T)- f pi(t)p’(t) dr 2 
j=1 O L i= 1 1 I 
=i t2’k- I) 
,=l 
1 I," [ f pi(z) pi(T)-Pj(~)] dr12 
i= 1 
< i tw-1) 
,= I II [. 
:’ ,g, PAT) Pi(r) - P(i)] d7 (1’ 
j=l 
Then, (3.7) follows. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose V is a compact set in W, c( < /I, m > 0, and 
g: Vx [a, /I] + UP is continuous in v E V and measurable in t E [u, /I]. Also, 
suppose a( .) is defined and measurable on [LX, b], with values in W” and such 
that 
a(t)Eco g(K t), a.e. t E [a, /I?]. (3.9) 
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Then, there exist Ai( .), ui( .) defined and measurable on [a, j?], A,(t) 2 0, 
CT= 1 Ai = 1, Vi(t) E I’, such that 
a(t) = f Ai g(“i(t), t), a.e. t E [a, j?]. 
i=O 
Prooj Let 
A = 
i 
(A,, A,, . ..) il,)Ili>O, f li= 1 ) 
i=O 1 
C=A x v+‘. 
(3.10) 
We denote the elements of C by e = (Lo, . . . . A,,,, uO, . . . . u,). Now, we define 
&Cx[a,fi]-+R”by 
ito, t)” 2 Aig(Di9 t). 
i=O 
Then, the result follows Caratheodory’s theorem and Filippov’s lemma. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose X = {Cc IF!“’ 1 C # 0, compact}, suppose pH( -, -) 
is the Hausdorff metric over X, and suppose r is a compact metric space 
with metric pr. Let l? (r, pr)-+ (X, pH) be continuous and have the 
property that, for any a E r, 
0 E Int F(a) (3.11) 
Then, there exists an E > 0, such that 
O(E) = {ZE Iw” 1 llzll <E} c n Int E(a). (3.12) 
aer 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. We denote 
s(a) = sup{& > O( Co(&) G Int &a)} > 0. 
Suppose our lemma is not true. Then there exists a sequence { ak} E r, such 
that E(ak) + 0, as k + co. Since r is compact, we can assume that 
ak + a0 E r, as k + co. By our assumption, &(aO) > 0, so 
O(s(aO)) G Int P(ao). 
By the continuity of p( .), and the convergence of s(ak), we have that there 
exists a k,>O, such that ka ko, 
PH@Cak), ptao)) G 4a0)A 
44 G 4aoM. 
409/133/l-17 
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Thus, we have 
6(a(a,)) c Int P(IY.,) c Qa,) c P(Q) + O(E(LY,)/~), 
which implies that 
This is a contradiction, and the lemma is proved. 1 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Before stating our main results of this paper, let us make some obser- 
vations. First of all, by scaling the time, if it is necessary, we can assume 
that the time delay satisfies 6 6 1. Hereafter, we keep this assumption. 
Second, for the case that 6 > 0, from Remark 1.2, we see that for t E [0,6), 
the evader does not have any information about the state z( .) and the pur- 
suit control u( .). Thus, if the game starts with z,, which is very close to M, 
then, in general, there may be no way to prevent the game from ter- 
minating. Hence, in order for z0 to be 8-evadable, it should not be too close 
to M. This suggests that we consider the following set, for 6 > 0: 
Then, it is plausible that if we start the game with z,, E &R, 6) for some 
suitably large E^, then under some conditions of superiority of the evader 
over the pursuer, the game will not be terminated. Our following theorem, 
one of the main results of this paper, makes the above idea precise. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 0 < 6 < 1 be given, and let (Al )-(A4) hold. Let there 
exist a continuous function cpk: Iw” + W, and a constant 6, > 0, such that 
h3~~1(0) G n coCfkk u, VI - cpk(z)l, ZEW, (4.1) 
ueu 
where B;(O) = {Z E 08” 1 llzll < 1 }. Then, there exists a nondecreasing function 
C: [O, co) + [O, 0~) ), which is independent of 6, such that for any 6 > b, 
&R, 6 + 8) c E,(M, 6, R), (4.2) 
provided 
So> C(R)(&+ b/8+$+$1”k+‘) I+ Y&)(W) 6 + L(R) h(@). (4.3) 
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We will prove this theorem in the next section. Now let us obtain some 
consequences of it. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose (Al )-(A4) hold. Let (4.1) hold for some 
&, > 0. Then, the game is strictly evadable. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we have (take 6 = 0) 
m 8) s Jwf, 0, RI, 
provided 
6, > C( R)( 6 + Pk + 1’), 
Since 8> 0 ( 3~5) is arbitrary, we get that 
m, 0) s MM 0, R), (4.4) 
provided 6, >O, which is the assumption. On the other hand, for 
any z0 E B”,(O)\M, B;(O) - R&(O), if \Iflz,II > 0, then z,, E &R, 0) E 
E,(M, 0, R); if 11172,11 = 0, then it is clear that there exists a 6, > 0, 
and ul( .) E V[O, 0,,), such that the trajectory z( -) corresponding to 
(u( .), vl( .)) E ah[O, 0,) x V[O, 19,) satisfies 
IIWRdIl > 0, 
d(M z(t)) > 0, t E co, &I. 
Thus, again z E E,(M, 0, R). Hence, we have 
B”,(O)\M G E,( M, 0, R). 
Then, 
R”\M= u (B”,(O)\M) c u E,(M, 0, R)= E,(M, 0). 1 
RsO RPO 
Now, we turn to the evadability of the game. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (Alk(A3) and (2.5)’ hold. Let there exist a con- 
tinuous function qk: Iw” + W, such that 
OEM, 
i 
.?, coCfk(z, u, V) - cpk(z)l 
I 
9 ZE R”, (4.5) 
where Int w D = interior of D with respect to W, for D C_ W. Then, the game 
is evadable. 
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Proof: For z0 E R”\M, there exists a constant R, > 0, such that for any 
(u(.), u(.))E@,,[O, l)xV[O, I), the trajectory z(.) of (1.1) corresponding 
to (u( ), u(’ )) satisfies (letting z( 1) = z( 1 - 0)) 
lIz( 6 R,, ?E [O, 1-J. (4.6) 
Then, there exist constants F,, F> 0 (noting (2.5)‘), such that 
IlW(z(t), u, u)ll < I;h, (2.4)" 
ilf%(t+~), u, +f%(t), u, u)ll <Fz, (2.5)" 
for all trajectories z( .), of (1.1) corresponding to some u( .)E%,,[O, l), 
v( .)E V[O, l), and t E [0, 11, t +ZE [0, 11. Then by using Lemma 3.5, in 
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (with 6 = 0), we can get the 
evadability of the game on [0, 11, namely, we have an evasion control t?( .) 
defined through an evasion strategy, such that 
4M z(t)) > 0, ?E [O, 11. 
Then, by induction, we can get the evadability of the game. 1 
Remark 4.4. We should note that (4.5) is weaker than (4.1). In the dis- 
cussion of evadability (not strict evadability) of the game, we do not need a 
uniform estimate like (2.10), in turn, we only need (2.5)’ instead of (A4) 
and (4.5) instead of (4.1). Theorem 4.3 is essentially the main result of [ 11. 
Next, we want to relax (4.5) further. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (Al)-(A3) and (A4)’ hold. Let there exist a con- 
tinuous function $11 Iw” x U -+ W and a constant 6, > y,(k) Lh(O+ ) such that 
&l~B”(O) c ccf%, 4 V) - @(z, u)l, V(z, 24) ER” x u. (4.7) 
Then, the game is evadable. 
Remark 4.6. In the theorem, h(r) is the function in the definition of 
?!Zh[O, co). It is possible that the right-hand side of (4.5) is empty. In this 
case the above theorem plays a role. This theorem contains the results of 
[7] about the evasion with inertial pursuit controls. 
The proof is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (see next 
section) with slight modification. 
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COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose (Al)-(A3) and (A4)’ hold. Let h(O+ )= 0. Let 
there exist a continuous function $1 Iw” x U-P W, such that 
O~Int,{co[f~( z, u, v - $(z, u)l >Y V(z, u) E R” x u. (4.8) 
Then, the game is evadable. 
The proof is obvious. 
5. PR~~F OF THEOREM 4.1 
Let z,~&R,6+6^)s {zER”\MI llzll<R, llrrzll~((s+d)F,(llzll)j with 
$ > b. Then, for t E [0,6 + 8), the trajectory z( .) of (1.1) corresponding to 
any (u(.),v(~))~~~[O,6+S)xY[O,6+6) satisfies 
4% z(t)) a W4tNl 2 ll~~oll -~o~llzoII 1 1 
~Fo~ll~oll~~6+d-t)~O. 
In particular, for t E [0, S], 
(5.1) 
wf, z(t))a IIWt)ll ~~o(IlzollP>o~ 
and thus 
Il~4W ~~o(llzoll) 6% 
Now, let vo( .) E V[O, 6) be fixed. Define 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
S&(.)7 u(.)Nt)=~o(~)r t E co, 6), (5.4) 
for any (z( .), u( -))~2[0, co) x%~[O, co). Next, we will define the values 
of SJz( .), u( .))(t) for t E [S, 6 + to), where z. 3 8 is undetermined. To this 
end, by (A3) and (A4), for any u( .) E@,[O, oo), v( .)E Y”[O, as), we 
observe that 
= y; 9 ti+&J; II (t-#-l fk(z(z), u(z), u(r)) m II 
= yg++&j,6 
II 
(t - TV- ‘(f %(t), u(r), v(r)) 
-f%o, u(r), O(T))) dr 
1 
+(/c-l)! 0 s a (t--t)“-1 U-k(z,,W, u(7))-- g%o)) dz 
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+ gk(zo) kr (tk - (t” - (t - is)k) 
1 * 
+(/k-l)! 6 s (f - z)“-- l (fk(4T)> U(T), U(T)) 
-fk(zo, U(T), U(T))) dT 
1 
+(k-l)! 6 s t (f - Tik - l (f”(zo, 4T), U(T)) 
-fkh 4~ - 61, NT))) d-c 
1 
+(k-l)! 6 I 
'(t-T)k-'(fk(Zo,U(5-d),U(T)) 
- cpk(zo)) dT + 
I/ 1 2 P(zo, ‘)+(k-*)! 
X(fk(Zo, U(T-6), U(T))--(pk(Zo))dT 
II 
1 -- 
1s 
'[F(R)T+G(R)](~-T)~~'~T 
(k-l)! 0 
+J'[F(R)T+L(R)h(6)](t-T)k-1dT 
6 
where, 
k-1 q+(z) i qnk(z) 
P(z, t)- 1 -y +~(wk+~ gktz) (tk - (t - 6)k). 
i=o . 
Let 
60 ’ Y,(k) f-(R) 6 + Y,(k) W) h(6), (5.5) 
such that (4.1) holds. Then, by Corollary 3.2, there exists an a(zo) E W, 
such that 
Ibbo)ll G 60, (5.6) 
P(z0, t)+g+f-d)* s--&l--b)*, 
II 
t E [S, co). (5.7) 
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Relations (4.1) and (5.6) imply that 
us n dfk( zo, u, V) - dQo)l. 
ueu 
Thus, for given u( .) E+&,[O, co), one has 
4zo) E COCfk(ZO? 4t - a v - cpk(zo)l, t>s. (5.8) 
Then, by Lemma 3.4, we have measurable functions vi(. ) E V[S, co) and 
&( .), such that i,(t) >O, CyCo A,(t) = 1, and 
a(zO)= f ni(t)CSk(zO 2 u(t-s), ui(t))-Vk(zO)l~ t > 6. (5.9) 
i=O 
By Lemma 3.3, there exists a measurable function p( .) with values 
AtIE {fk(zO, u(t-&, uo(t)), . . ..fk(zo. u(t-h), u,(t))}, for all tE Cd, S+ Tl, 
and whose value p(t) at t only depends on {A,(s), fk(zo, u(s - 6), ui(s)) 1 s E 
[S, t]}, such that 
lb : (t-T)k-l [ f nj(T)fk(zO~ u(T--6), u,o)--pO] dT i=O 
< JLl(t-s)k+‘, 
for all t E [S, 6 + r], where T 2 6 is undetermined. It is clear that we can 
write 
Ptt)= f fktZ07 u(t--b)7 ui(t)) XE,tf) 
i=O 
=/x( ‘03 u(t-s), 5 ui(t)XE,(t) 3 
i=O > 
where E;s are measurable, mutually disjoint and [S, 6 + T] = lJ~zo Ei. We 
set 
e(t) = f ui(t) XE,(f)9 te[6,6+T]. 
i=o 
Then, by the property of p( .), we see that the value C(t) at t only depends 
on {zo, U(S) 1 0 <s< t-S}. Thus, we can define 
SA4.L u(.))(t) = fi(t), te[b,d+T]. (5.10) 
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Now, by taking such an evasion control on [S, 6 + T], we have 
J 11~4t)ll +p+& (t--6)k+’ 0 . 
k-l 
-7i;‘--l,! 
(F(R) d2 + G(R) 6) 
-(nR)a?+G(R)@&, tE[&d+T]. 
Since we assume (5.5), we can set 
o < A Q 1 _ y,(k) J’(R) 6 + y,(k) L(R) h(d) < 1 
6, 
(5.11) 
Then, 
-(F(R)s’+G(R)G)&+, 
+=&(R)+G(R))d$+ 
3,(k) k! 
u/(t), 
a3 O<t-d<----- 1 
2yo(k) k ,/iii + F( R)/(k + 1) = “’ 
(5.12) 
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In the above, we have used the assumption 6 < 1. Now, we set T= z,,. 
Then, from the restriction T> 8, we get 
Let us denote 
AdO 
cI = 27,(k) k! ’ B= 
F(‘(R) + G(R) 
(k-l)! . 
Then, from the above, we have that for 0 d t - 6 d TV, 
Ipi?z(t)ll 2 !P(t)=a(t-6)k-q?tk--. 
Now, suppose ii > 0, such that !P(( 1 + d) 6) = 0. Then, 
cG”=fi(l +d)Y 
Thus, either d < 1, or d > 1 and 
Hence, 
We denote 
Moreover, we set 
0 < 8. (5.16) 
This is equivalent to (since we already have 6 c $) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.17) 
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Then, we have (noting (5.14)) 
llWt)ll 3 Y(t) > 0, 1 E (6 + 0,s + ?o]. 
Next, we set 
F,(R) s^G Y(S + T”) = ctT$ - sg(s + Tg)k- I. 
Since r0 > 6 > 6, we have 
Y(S + to) 2 MT:, - 6fi2k ‘T,” ~ 1 
=t~-‘(aTo-2k--~s~J 
2 (42) $2 
provided 
2”S/3 G ctzo, 
i.e., 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(F(R)+G(R))$. (5.20) 
Then, in order to have (5.19), it is enough to have (5.20) and 
i.e., 
,,:;r;,g 
ll(k + 1) 
.8”(k+‘). (5.21) 
Let us summarize what we have obtained: For s^ > 6 and 6, satisfying (5.5), 
(5.13), (5.17), (5.20), and (5.21), we have ro= T>8 defined by (5.12) and 
f3< s^ defined by (5.15) such that by defining SJz( .), u(.))( .) as (5.4) and 
(5.10), we have the figure (noting (5.1), (5.3), (5.18), and (5.19)) 
IlWt)ll 3 Y(t) > 0 
r’ 
I I 
IlW~)ll ~Fo(llzoll)(~+6^-~)>~ ; , 
I I 
I I I ,t 
0 6 S+Q S+S 6 + To 
1 T 
I I 
IlWS)ll 3 Fo(ll~oll) s^ IIWS + toIll 2 ‘y(d + ~0) Z Fo( lIzoIl) 8 
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Thus, we can repeat the above procedure to define Ss(z( -), u( .))( .) on 
[S + rO, 6 + 2~) and we will end up with a similar figure as above. Hence, 
it is easy to see that Z~E E,(M, 6, R). 
Since I defined by (5.11) depends on 6, thus estimates (5.13), (5.17), 
(5.20), and (5.21) need improvement. We note that for cr > 0, 
if and only if 
60 2 Cl + Y,(k) F(R) 6 + Y,(k) W) h(@. 
Applying this to (5.13), (5.17), (5.20), and (5.21), we have 
F(R) ~032Yo@) kJ;;;+i,Ti 
( > 
s^+ y,(k)(F(R) 6 + L(R) h(6)), (5.13)’ 
6, > 2kk~o(k)(FW + G(R)) f + yo(k)(F(R) 6 + L(R) h(6)), (5.17)’ 
6,>2y,(k) 2kk k&i+%) (F(R)+G(R)@ 
J ( 
+ yo(kMR) 6 + L(R) h(d))> (5.20)’ 
k\l;;;+g)‘F,(R)} 
ll(k + 1) 
. @k + 1) 
+ yo(k)(F(R) 6 + L(R) h(d)). (5.21)’ 
From these, the theorem follows. 1 
6. A LINEAR CASE AND AN EXAMPLE 
In this section, we consider 
i(t)=Az(t)+Bu(t)+Cu(t), 
z(0) = zo. 
We assume that U and V are compact and 
Fey lb4 = 6, 
max llull = c, 
“E v 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
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and that there exists k 3 1, such that 
flB=I;IAB= . . =nAkm2B=Q, (6.3) 
nC=nAC= . . =flAk--‘C=O, 17Ak- ‘C#O. (6.4) 
Then, it is easy to show that 
q’(z) = I7A’z, O<ibk-1, 
f k(~, u, v) = IIAkz + L’Ak ~ ‘Bu + 17Ak ~ ‘Cv. 
(6.5) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. If the following hold with k B 1 determined by (6.3) 
and (6.4), 
sup IIZ7eA’AII < 00, 
120 
s om [ 11Z7AeA’BII + (Z7AeA’CII] dt < co, (6.6) 
s ; [WA k+‘eA’B(I + IIZIAkfleA’CI(] dt < co, 
then (A4) holds. 
Proof. It is clear that (2.5) and (2.7) hold. Now, let z( .) E S(R). Then 
IlI!f(z(t), u, v)ll = IIUAz(t) + ZZBu + ZICvII 
6 IIZZAeAfzOII + j’ ( IIZZAeA”p”Bu(r)ll 
+ IlnAe’(‘~‘)~v(r)i)dz+ IIB(J b+ llCl\ c. 
Thus (6.6) implies (2.4). Similarly, we can get (2.5) from (6.6). 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. Zf 
I m llZ7AeA’ll dt < co 0 (6.7) 
holds then (A4) holds. 
Proof: Relation (6.7) implies (6.6). 1 
For the above class of linear evasion games, the results of Section 4 can 
be applied. Now, let us give a concrete example. 
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Suppose we have two objects in R3 whose coordinates are x and y, 
respectively, and they are subject to 
i=p 
p = -ap + 24, 
{ 
j=q 
g= -/?q+u, 
where tl, B > 0 are constants, u E U and u E V are controls, and U and V are 
compact in R3. We assume that x is the pursuer and y is the evader. The 
game is over if at some time t* > 0, the trajectories x( .) and y( ‘) satisfy 
x(r*) = y(t*). (6.8) 
By setting 
z,=x-y, z2 = P, z3=q, (6.9) 
we have 
The terminal set is 
M= ((0, z2, ~3) 1 ZiE R3y i=2, 3) 
Let Z7= P ,+,I: R9 -P M’ be the orthogonal projection. Then 
-az,+pz,+u-u 
f2(z, u, u) = 17A2z + ZZABu + Z7ACu = 
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Thus, k = 2. We have 
e- 0 At - 
i 
I [he-“‘dd -&e “‘dzI 
e I 
0 0 e 
Hence, one has 
~/jeAtfz’- ’ - 
LX, epBrI 
0 0 . 
0 0 
) 
It is clear that (6.7) holds. Thus by Corollary 6.2, all the results in Section 4 
are applicable. For example, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 6.3. If the game is given as above with ~1, fl> 0, and there 
exists a 6, > 0, such that 
~,B:(o) G n co[u- VI, 
UEU 
then the game is strictly evadable. 
The proof is immediate. 
Remark 6.4. It is not hard to make a nonlinear example of the type 
i=fo(z)+fi(z, k 0) (6.10) 
with f, bounded and f. such that there exists a Lyapunoff function for 
i =fo(z) 
Then, all the trajectories of (6.10) stay bounded (the bounds depending on 
the initial state). Under some mild conditions (A4) will then hold and the 
theories are applicable. We omit all those details here because of the com- 
plexity and the similarity to the general theory. 
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